Ice Age Scavenger Hunt (K-2)
Trowbridge Hall

*Note—Trowbridge Hall only open weekdays

Follow the acorns!
Make a check ☑ when you find each object!

Trowbridge Entry Hall and 1st Floor

I'm a kind of rock called “glacial till.” Can you find me?

I'm a rock that has “glacial striations” which are scratches left on me by glaciers. Can you find me?

I'm a kind of rock called “sandstone.” Can you find me?

My name is A.O. Thomas and this is a picture of me with a mastodont jaw. Can you find me?

I'm a kind of rock called “loess” Can you find me?

We are a mastodon and a mammoth tooth. We are fossils from Iowa. Can you find us?

Feel free to stop by the Geological Survey office on the 1st floor to pick up more information on geology and paleontology!
BONUS: Oh no! The giant beaver is missing from his case! See if you can find him at the “Iowa’s Ice Age Giants” exhibit in the Old Capitol Museum.